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Toward an Alimentary Spectatorship: Representation, Participation and the Proximal
Senses in Theatre for Young Audiences

In response to the call to explore legacy and innovation in TYA, this paper
contextualizes recent developments in immersive and sensory-inclusive aesthetics in
TYA in terms of related trends in embodiment and participation in drama-based
pedagogies. In particular, this paper examines how recent TFY productions
emphasizing the proximal senses of touch, smell, and especially taste connect the long
history of DIE and TIE work on embodiment and agency to traditional theatre spaces,
unlocking new opportunities for audience participation and engagement while
simultaneously offering new challenges constituting an unknown and exciting new
terrain for exploration. Where the distance senses of sight and hearing, positioned by
Aristotle and philosophical followers as “objective,” have generally occupied most of our
attention in discussing TFY spectatorship, the increasing incorporation of proximal
sensing such as touch, taste, and smell as key modes of experiencing TFY
performance demand new examinations of participation and spectatorship. Positioning
proximally sensed and specifically alimentary performance styles as a space in which
the field is “beginning a journey” into the unknown, in this paper I draw together my
recent work on culinary mimeticism (Alimentary Performances: Mimesis, Theatricality,
and Cuisine, Routledge 2018) with ongoing research in drama-based and relational
pedagogies to connect recent immersive TFY performance interventions to a longer
legacy of theoretical and practical engagement with embodied investigation and
participation in adjacent fields (such as drama for teaching and learning). In an analysis
of productions shared at the ASSITEJ artistic gathering in Kristiansand, Norway in 2019
which used food as a primary means of aesthetic engagement of young audiences, I
theorize alimentary engagement as a mode of audience experience in which individual
aesthetic judgement, embodied knowledge, and sensory experience combine to create
new frameworks for youth participation in performance. Focusing primarily on
performances of food and eating in Barrowland Ballet’s Tiger Tail, I lay out an initial
framework for considering alimentary and proximal sensing as modes of TFY
spectatorship.
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